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SPORTS BETTING

Cork’s Patrick Horgan is tackled by Clare’s David McInerney during their Munster Senior Hurling Championship
semi-final st the Gaelic Grounds, Limerick last month. Picture: SPORTSFILE

Last week
CORK unfortunately let punters down
last Sunday in Killarney.
The Rebels were recommended to win at
13-8 (2pts Boyles) and to prevail having
led at half-time, too (0.5pt 7-2 Paddy
Power).
An inept first-half showing ensured
profit was not gleaned, however.

Dublin rout is the best
bet to pay off Royally

WILLIAM HILL are the most
convinced of all the book-
making firms of Cork win-
ning the Munster final next
Sunday in the Gaelic
Grounds against Limerick.

Hill, who also offer the lowest odds
available on Cork capturing the
All-Ireland title at 11-2 — bet365 lay a
standout 7-1 — rate the Rebels as
merely a 4-6 chance to land the pro-
vincial trophy by any means but
Paddy Power lay 10-11.

Additionally, Hill’s 4-5 represents
the tightest price given on Cork post-
ing a regulation-time victory on
Sunday.

However, Paddy Power are taking
a polar opposite view with their
odds suggesting John Allen’s outfit
will be victorious.

Power’s 11-10 on Cork to win is
likely to come under pressure as the
clock counts down to the decider giv-
en the Rebels’ well-documented re-
cord against Limerick in the cham-
pionship.

Word, too, from inside the camp is
that the players are genuinely con-
fident of overturning Limerick in
their backyard.

However, preparations have been
superb for Allen’s side, too so
Power’s stance is far from naive.

Though the Irish firm have in-
stalled the Treatymen at 10-11 to pre-
vail in regulation time Hill’s 5-4 will
entice many punters to support Al-
len’s charges. The draw is a
best-available 11-1 with Stan James.

Cork, furthermore, are 5-4 giving
Limerick a one-point head-start at
Boyles though bet365 and Power are
actually setting their handicap bet-
ting favourites as Limerick with the
former offering 7-5 Allen’s men -1.

In terms of the double result mar-
ket, both the Cork/Cork (Power) and
Limerick/Limerick (Stan James,
Ladbrokes, Hill) outcomes are 5-2.

Cork/Limerick is 5-1 (Hill), so is
Limerick/Cork (San James).

Draw/Limerick can be backed at
14-1 generally, draw/Cork is 18-1
with bet365, Cork/draw is 20-1 gener-
ally, Limerick/draw no greater than
20-1 with Boyles, Stan James and
Ladbrokes too and, finally,

draw/draw is 66-1 (bet365, Lad-
brokes, Hill).

Jimmy Barry-Murphy’s unit are
just 7-2 generally to win by 1-3 points
in the winning margin market and
11-2 with Power to engineer a tri-
umph in the region of 4-6 points.

For those that fancy the Rebels to
potentially pull away and win by 7-9
points Stan James’ 9-1 will appeal.

Though unlikely, Cork are 14-1
generally to claim the provincial

crown by 10-12 points, 28-1 with Hill
to win by 13-15 and 45-1 with the
same firm to land the title by a
jaw-dropping 16+ points which are
ridiculously low odds.

On the other hand, Limerick can
be supported at 4-1 to win by 1-3
points, Hill are laying 6-1 Limerick
by 4-6 points and Stan James, along-
side Hill, offer 10-1 Allen and co to
advance directly to the All-Ireland
semi-final by 7-9 points.

Incidentally, Cork are 2-5 with
Power to reach the last four of the
All-Ireland series by either winning
on Sunday or recovering to progress
from and All-Ireland quarter-final.

Those are encouraging odds from
a Leeside perspective but recom-
mending a bet on the outcome of this
forthcoming clash would be ill-ad-
vised.

The truth is, this Cork-Limerick
tie is one of the toughest games to
call so far this year.

If pushed, Hill’s 5-4 Limerick win-
ning probably offers greater scope
value-wise but the belief within this
Cork group is infectious so punters
are caught between a rock and a
hard place.

Earlier in the afternoon, however,
the outcome of the Leinster SFC fi-
nal should be far easier to profit
from as Dublin are expected to over-
come Meath by nine points or great-
er in Croke Park.

The distinction in intensity
between the Meath-Wexford and
Dublin-Kildare semi-finals was
eye-opening to put it conservatively
and Dublin’s mantra of attacking in
waves is not something Meath will
be capable of withstanding.

Another aspect in punters’ favour
is that the likelihood of Dublin
pulling up when victory is secured is
minimal because the players that
feature from the subs’ bench will
again be eager to maintain this
high-court press Jim Gavin is keen
for them to implement.

If the All-Ireland title favourites
begin well this decider could turn
out to be another procession.

Ladbrokes’ evens on Dublin -8
should not be overlooked.

Recommendation
Dublin -8 2pts evens Ladbrokes.

AIRTRICITY LEAGUE
CORK CITY are the even-money

favourites to earn three points from
their meeting with Shels tonight in
Tolka Park in the Airtricity League
Premier Division.

Boyles, Ladbrokes and Coral are
offering evens City to win, Shels are
3-1 generally and the draw is 12-5
with William Hill.

Cork handicap can put you in pole position to raid the vault
THERE was a promise embedded in
yesterday’s article that I would work
hard today to deliver a better class of
betting column, one which the readers
deserved after the hard slog of swim-
ming through a sea of newsprint until
they reached this oasis in a desert of
mixed metaphors.
Anyway, I am here now to announce

that I will renege on all that, because my
mind is still melted from the heat and if
you are looking for sage gambling nug-
gets, look North towards Peter for a
Klondike rush of reasonable advice.
Instead I want to tell you about my

pole vaulting career, which was as brief
as it was unmemorable.
Legend had it in my family that my

great-great grandfather, who had spent
at least some part of his blighted career

in Rangoon, Burma, invented the
modern athletic discipline after he saw a
native trip while running with a long stick
of bamboo.
The sight of the man being flung

through the sky is said to have inspired
my ancestor to end his gin-soaked days
of veranda-sitting and literally spring into
action.
For 20 years he was the foremost (as

well as only) practitioner of this then
strange activity which he christened
Bamboo Bounce and after two decades
of touring the sub-continent with his trick
(he reached 16 feet high at his peak) he
eventually succumbed to a crocodile
bite while blundering in an attempt to
span the Irrawaddy.
It was his story, that my own grand-

father told me one night when he was

distracted, that inspired me to first grip
the now fibreglass pole.
At first I found it very, very difficult to

propel myself off the ground or even
hold my pole horizontal for long enough
to gather sufficient pace.
Frustrated beyond all reckoning, I

emigrated to Belorussia to find a decent
if cut-price coach, reaching Minsk just
weeks after the Iron Curtain had been
pulled open.

Filipp was a cruel taskmaster, but with
his guidance I was soon catapulting
myself metres into the air before floating
down to the high-jump mat that was all
that was available in our desolate train-
ing camp and called on your concentra-
tion for accuracy of descent as much as
altitude.
What happened to make me give it all

up just as I was beginning to show
promise?
One evening just before dusk I de-

cided to have one final leap before retir-
ing for the night. Filipp felt it was time to
graduate on to a longer and heavier
pole in pursuit of greater height, yet I still
believed I could vault five metres with
the pole I had been using for months.
He was right. I pushed too far and for

the first time in my practice, my trusty

stick snapped in two. As I hung in midair
I noticed with dread that both sides were
settling in to plant perpendicular to the
ground just below where my body would
soon be tumbling.
In a panic. I attempted to swerve, only

managing to manoeuvre my groin into
their unenviable trajectory.
Unable to react in time, it was only by

the grace of the almighty that my pre-
cious parts whistled by within an inch of
the upturned sticks.
I walked off the field, promising my

great-great grandson never to put his
existence in such jeopardy again.
Recommendation: After that I better

produce a winning tip. Cork minus 3
points at 2/1, Meath plus 10 at 4/7 and a
player to be sent off in the Leinster final
at 6/4. That’s odds of over 10/1.


